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Abstract: A hydrogen ejector for PEMFC system is designed based on thermodynamic theory with
considering the influence of water vapor. A CFD model is built in order to optimize the geometric
parameters, comprehensively considering performance of different operating conditions. Moreover,
effect of structural parameters and operating conditions on PEMFC ejector performance was studied
using single-factor and multi-factor analysis methods. The single-factors analysis results show that
the nozzle throat diameter, nozzle divergent angle (A), nozzle throat length (B), nozzle exit position
(C), mixing tube diameter (D), mixing tube length (E) and are crucial structural parameters that affect
the performance of the ejector significantly. Multi-factors analysis is carried to gain the sensitivity of
the crucial parameters and further optimize performance of the ejector on PEMFC. For low current
(110 A), middle current (275 A), and high current (412.5 A), the order of influence of performance
were (D > A > B > C > E), (D > A > B> E > C), and (D > C > E > B > A), respectively. The optimized
ejector by multi-factor analysis method has a better performance than one optimized by single-factor.
This study may provide a new way of thinking for optimization of structural parameters of any
PEMFC ejector with various operating condition.

Keywords: PEMFC; ejector; single-factor; multi-factor; various condition; structural parameters

1. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a very promising energy conversion
technology, its energy conversion process is not restricted by the Carnot cycle. It has the
advantages of high efficiency, low emissions, strong distribution and modularity. However,
fuel cells still have many problems in practical applications, such as membrane drying,
water flooding, cold start, cost and durability [1]. To ensure stable operation of the PEMFC
stack, the stack usually uses an excess supply of hydrogen to meet the instantaneous
load change demand and to bring out the liquid water that is accumulated downstream
of the anode flow field [2]. However, the PEMFC system has different requirements for
hydrogen supply under different working conditions. During low-load operation, the
hydrogen entering stack cannot be completely consumed, and the excess hydrogen is
utilized to drainage. When stack operates under medium and high loads, current rises
rapidly, the demand for hydrogen also increases, which may cause hydrogen starvation,
excess hydrogen is used to meet the demand for power changes [3]. An anode recirculation
system is utilized to circulate anode exhaust gas, which includes unused hydrogen, water
vapor and liquid water [4]. Recirculation of the hydrogen and water vapor is beneficial
to improve the fuel utilization rate of the system and alleviate anode membrane drying
tendency [5]. Therefore, the anode recirculation subsystem is an essential component of
the fuel cell system. The ejector is a very promising type of anode recirculation subsystem
device, and the other is mechanical pump [6,7]. The ejector-based anode recirculation
system on PEMFC is illustrated in Figure 1. High-pressure hydrogen called the primary
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flow enters ejector after passing through the pressure reducing valve and pressure control
module. Exhaust gas called secondary flow from anode exit is entrained by primary flow.
They mix with each other in ejector under actions of moment and energy exchange. Then,
the mixing gas is pressurized to the stack, and reacts to generate electricity.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the recirculation system for a PEMFC using an ejector.

Compared with the mechanical hydrogen circulation pump, it has a simple structure
and no parasitic power. Ejectors require no lubrication and dynamic sealing, so they are
safe and reliable [8]. However, ejectors only have good entrainment performance within
a specified flow range. Therefore, structural design of the ejector is a major research field
to satisfy the operation of the fuel cell. Ejectors were mainly designed by two methods,
namely aerodynamic functions and thermodynamic functions. Based on numerous gas
experiments, Cokojiob proposed a method for designing ejector aerodynamic functions,
and summarized many theoretical formulas and empirical coefficients for ejector design [9].
Zhang established a PEMFC subsonic ejector thermodynamic model, they studied the
relationship between the primary flow rate and the nozzle area, and designed a low-power
stack ejector. Both of these methods can be used for the initial sizing of ejectors [10].
Similar to Zhang’s approach, Jin proposed a thermodynamics-based 1D design method,
and designed a submarine PEMFC system ejector with reference to a two-dimensional
iterative numerical solution, that contains moisture in the secondary flow, and verified
entrainment performance through experiments [11]. Zhu introduced the two-dimensional
velocity curve of the mixing tube inlet into the theoretical model of PEMFC ejector. In
addition, they used the CFD results to fit the velocity index, which greatly improved the
calculation speed and accuracy of the one-dimensional theoretical model [12]. Dadvar
proposed a new design and selection method of ejector, and studied the correlation between
stack design parameters and ejector design parameters, and summarized two important
dimensionless parameters in ejector design [13].

The parameters analysis and optimization of ejector used in PEMFC were carried out
by means of experiment and CFD simulation. Brunner used the two-dimensional CFD
numerical calculation method to design the geometric mechanism of a variable cross-section
PEMFC ejector, and verified the control algorithm by simulation and experiment [14]. Sricha
used vector evaluation particle swarm algorithm to optimize the fuel cell ejector. Under
a specific entrainment ratio, a set of non-dominant solutions is obtained for selecting the
best area ratio and nozzle exit Mach number [15]. Maghsoodi [16] and Bai [17] combined
numerical models with intelligent optimization algorithms to optimize the structure, then
the optimal structures corresponding to the design condition is obtained. Nikiforow [18]
studied the effects of different turbulence models on ejector performance, and carried
out experiments. The structure and operating conditions are also optimized. Feng [19]
and Lakzian [20] compared the effects on entrainment performance of convergent nozzles
and convergent-divergent nozzles, and found that the convergent nozzles had better
performance and could improve entrained fluid flow. Yin [21] studied the influence of
structural parameters on the entrainment ratio, and optimally designed an 80 kW fuel
cell ejector using a 3D numerical model of the PEMFC ejector. Wang [22] explored the
influence of some geometric parameters on the entrainment ratio and the effect of vapor,
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and optimized its structural parameters. Besagni proposed a method of combining lumped
parameters with CFD, which accurately evaluated the performance of on-design and off-
design by determining the efficiency of components in different states [23,24]. Pei [25]
used the CFD model combined with the anode pressure drop model to optimize the main
geometric parameters based on the fuel cell usage characteristics, which is conducive to
the development of a wide range of fuel cell ejectors. Yang [26] analyzed the sensitivity
of the parameters of nozzle diameter, mixing chamber diameter, nozzle outlet distance,
mixer length, diffuser length and diffuser angle, and optimized the ejector by considering
the interaction between the two parameters. Yan [27] conducted multi-round optimization
of the mixing chamber size of steam ejector, and the results showed that single-round
optimization could not achieve global optimization. The optimal parameters and the
corresponding maximum ER were significantly different, and the optimization sequence
had an impact on the rounds to be optimized. Wu [28] conducted a single factor analysis to
investigate the influence of structural parameters such as nozzle outlet diameter, distance
from nozzle outlet to mixing chamber entrance and diameter of nozzle contraction section
on steam ejector. Then the structure was optimized by multi-factor analysis and the
sensitivity of each factor to the entrainment performance was concluded. Amin [29]
applied the factorial method to the geometric optimization process of natural gas ejectors
by regression calculation, considering the interaction between parameters and using the
regression kriging substitute model. Nine geometric factors of the ejectors were optimized,
and the entrainment ratio of the optimized design reached 19.45%.

Although many studies have been conducted on the design of ejector, there are
few studies on design of ejector considering different operating conditions of PEMFC
simultaneously, and few studies on the sensitivity of structural factors. In this paper,
an optimizing method based on multi-case evaluation is proposed, structural design
and optimization of an ejector are carried out by single-factor analysis and multi-factor
analysis based on CFD method, the influence of structural parameters on performance of
ejector under different operating conditions and the sensitivity of structural parameters are
explored. Finally, the optimal structure of the ejector in a forklift PEMFC system is obtained.
This work provides theoretical guidance for design of wide-range fuel cell ejector.

2. Ejector Structure Design

The basic structural parameters and schematic of the ejector are presented in Figure 2.
The ejector includes a working nozzle, a secondary flow suction chamber, a mixing tube, and
a diffuser. Ejector has two inlets and one outlet, namely primary flow inlet, secondary flow
inlet and mixed flow outlet. The ejector performance is usually evaluated by entrainment
ratio, which is defined as:

ER =
ms

mp
(1)

where, mp and ms are mass flow rates of primary flow and secondary flow, respectively.
In fuel cell system, the primary flow of ejector is pure hydrogen and the secondary

flow is a mixture of water vapor and hydrogen. During the operation of the PEMFC system,
the primary fluid maintains a certain pressure after the decompression and adjustment of
the hydrogen from the high-pressure cylinder. The primary flow from the high-pressure
hydrogen cylinder exits the nozzle outlet (Section 1 in Figure 2) at a very high velocity, then
a low-pressure zone is formed in the suction chamber. The pressure in this zone is lower
than the secondary flow from the stack anode outlet, the secondary flow is sucked into the
ejector because of the pressure difference, and is entrained due to viscous shear force. The
two fluids move into the mixing tube from Section 2 and are uniformly mixed at the mixing
tube outlet (Section 3) under energy and momentum exchange. The mixing flow enters the
diffuser to achieve deceleration and pressurization, then pressure reaches the stack inlet
pressure requirement at ejector exit. Then, the mixing gas, including hydrogen and vapor,
moves into PEMFC stack
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Figure 2. Ejector schematic.

2.1. Design Condition

The ejector design in this work is based on a forklift PEMFC system. The fuel cell
operates at the different loads with different operating conditions. As presented in Table 1,
load variation defines the mass flow rate, the species and the pressure of the stack. These
data are derived from the calibration testing of the forklift PEMFC stack. The mass flow
rate in the primary inlet is calculated by the current. In addition, the entrainment ratio
is calculated by hydrogen stoichiometry ratio and the proportion of species. In addition,
temperature of primary flow is the same as the ambient temperature, that is 25 ◦C. The
temperature in secondary inlet is assumed to be the same as the stack outlet (70 ◦C),
regardless of the effect of pipe heat dissipation.

Table 1. Fuel cell and ejector requirement.

Current
(A)

Power
(kW)

Mass Flow Rate
of Primary Flow

(g/s)

Ejector Exit Pressure
(bar)

Ejector Secondary
Flow Pressure

(bar)

H2 Mass Fraction of
Secondary Flow

(%)
Entrainment Ratio

55 3.8 0.05243 1.3 1.213 0.69 4.26
110 7.4 0.10336 1.52 1.42 0.65 2.68
165 10 0.15579 1.75 1.64 0.61 2.14
220 14 0.20672 1.96 1.845 0.58 1.90
275 16.5 0.25765 2.2 2.08 0.55 1.77
330 20 0.31009 2.2 2.07 0.55 1.77
385 22 0.36102 2.2 2.055 0.55 1.77

412.5 23.5 0.38798 2.2 2.039 0.55 1.77

Table 1 shows a low entrainment ratio is needed at high currents which corresponds to
high load. In addition, for low current, the entrainment ratio is high. However, entrainment
ability of the fixed ejector is poor under a low load, and the secondary flow cannot be
entrained when current is lower. In order to ensure the recirculation of excess hydrogen
under high load and widen the operating range of ejector used in PEMFC, the rated power
point (412.5 A) is selected as the design condition of the ejector. In addition, the maximum
primary flow inlet pressure is 8.5 bar limited by proportional valve.

2.2. Thermodynamic Theory Design Procedure

The initial dimensions of PEMFC ejector are determined based on the thermodynamic
function design method, it assumes that the flow in the ejector is steady and isentropic, the
flow is treated as an ideal gas. The radial velocity of the secondary flow is non-uniformly
distributed, and a velocity boundary layer near the wall is considered. The primary flow
and the secondary flow have the same radial pressure and temperature in ejector. The loss
of flow in parts of ejector is corrected by friction loss coefficient.
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For PEMFC ejector, the mass flow rate of the primary flow is the hydrogen consump-
tion rate which is calculated by:

mp =
NI
2F

MH2 (2)

where, N is the number of single cell in PEMFC stack; I is the PEMFC stack current; F is
Faraday’s constant (96,485 C mol−1); MH2 is the molar weight of hydrogen.

The primary flow through the convergent nozzle is divided into subsonic and sonic
states. The nozzle throat diameter is determined by applying the following equation:

mp = pp At

√
φpγp
RpTp

(
2

γp+1

) γp+1
2(γp−1) , Ma = 1

mp = pp At

√
2φpγp [(ps/pp)

2/γp−(ps/pp)
(γp+1)/γp

(γp−1)RpTp
, Ma < 1

(3)

where, At is the throat area; γp is the specific heat ratio of primary flow; Tp is the tem-
perature; φp is the friction loss coefficient, φp = 0.95 (from literature [12,16]); Ma is Much
number at nozzle throat; pp and ps is the primary and secondary pressure, respectively.

The mixing tube diameter is determined by iterative calculation at a given mass flow
rate of entrained flow, which is gain with specific ER. Iteration procedure executed by using
by the following equation:

ms = 2πVpyρs

[
nvR2

y

nv + 1

(
1 −

Rpy

Ry

) nv+1
nv

−
nvR2

y

2nv + 1

(
1 −

Rpy

Ry

) 2nv+1
nv
]

(4)

where, subscript y describes properties of gas at mixing tube inlet, Rpy is the equivalent
radius of secondary flow at mixing tube inlet, nv is the exponent of the velocity function, ρs
is the average density of the secondary flow.

Other structural parameters are calculated using empirical formulas [9]. The initial
dimensions of the ejector are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Initial structural parameters of designed ejector.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Nozzle diameter (Dt) 0.94 mm Mixing tube length (Lm) 20 mm
Mixing tube diameter (Dm) 3.2 mm Suction chamber angle (θs) 30◦

Nozzle convergence angle (θtc) 11◦ Nozzle exit position (NXP) 3 mm
Nozzle throat length (Ltd) 0.5 mm Diffuser length (Ld) 40 mm

Nozzle divergent angle (θtd) 0◦

Remark. Detailed thermodynamic calculation formula are available in the literature [30].

3. Numerical Modeling

In this section, the CFD model building process and validation results are critically
outlined. First, CFD modeling settings are introduced. Second, the grid independency
results are detailed. Third, the y+ independence is compared. Finally, the experiment
validation procedure is explained.

3.1. CFD Modeling and Convergence Criteria

The calculation structure in this paper is built as a two-dimensional axisymmetric
domain. The parameterized structure and the mesh are created in ANSYS Workbench 19.3.
ANSYS Fluent is employed to solve governing equations of ejector. Turbulence models
have a significant impact on the simulation accuracy of the ejector. Numerous studies
have compared the k-ε and the k-ωmodels with different wall treatment methods. They
proved that the SST k-ωmodel has a smaller relative error compared with the experimental
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results [18,22]. Therefore, the SST model is selected in this study. The species transport
model is selected to simulate a mixture of vapor and hydrogen in ejector. Selection of
boundary conditions are based on fuel cell operations for hydrogen ejectors: Primary flow
is satisfied with PEMFC stack generating. Therefore, primary flow selects mass flow rate as
inlet condition. In addition, stack anode outlet should consider back pressure, so that the
secondary flow from stack anode set as pressure inlet. Due to anode input pressure needs
to reach a certain stack working value, so ejector output set as pressure outlet.

The Couple algorithm is utilized to solve the nonlinear control equations for obtaining
the pressure field and the velocity field. The discrete forms of momentum, component
transmission, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate equations are all utilized in the
second-order upwind style. Furthermore, the initialization is taken by hybrid initialization.
The convergence criterion is that the residual of the energy term is less than 10−6, and the
remaining residuals are less than 10−5.

3.2. Grid Independence Verification

A structured mesh grid was used in the ejector, and the grid-independent study is
performed by the simulation results of five models with different mesh numbers are com-
pared when stack operating current is 110 A as shown in Table 1. The grid independence
has been verified using both global and local data. Concerning the global data, the entrain-
ment ratio is compared in Table 3, it showed that relative deviation of entrainment ratio
approaching 1% when mesh number above 153,144. Concerning the local data, Figure 3
shows diversification of center flow Mach number under different mesh number to verify
internal flow characteristics. The Mach number is almost same in all locations when mesh
number exceeds 153,144. Therefore, 153,144 cells were selected for subsequent calculation
research in this work.

Table 3. Comparison of ER with different nesh numbers.

Model Mesh
Cells ER Relative

Deviation

1 53,144 1.889706 6.78%
2 96,729 1.982459 2.21%
3 153,144 2.006531 1.02%
4 199,549 2.017966 0.46%
5 300,339 2.027254 0.00%
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3.3. The y+ Independence

The k-ω SST needed a lower y+ value which is recommended to be less than 1.
However, this value will also change as the operating conditions change. The maximum y+
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of the grid used in this paper is less than 5. Comparing the results of different fine mesh
grids in Table 4, it is shown that the relative deviation of ER is less than 0.1% when y+ is
between 1 and 5. Concerning the local data, it was shown that the wall pressure has almost
no deviation in Figure 4. Therefore, it is concluded that y+ has no noticeable impact on the
performance of the ejector in this mesh number. This stems from the fact that the selected
SST k-ωmodel uses y+ insensitive wall treatment. In addition, this article assumes that the
wall is insulated, and the boundary layer does not simulate heat transfer prediction, so the
near-wall mesh is not deliberately refined.

Table 4. Effect of near-wall mesh.

y+
max

Primary Flow
(g·s−1)

Secondary Flow
(g·s−1) Relative Deviation

4.5 0.388 0.76183 0.021%

2.25 0.388 0.76218 0.068%

1 0.388 0.76167 0
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Figure 4. Change of wall pressure with different y+.

3.4. Model Validation

The structural parameters and the operating conditions of PEM fuel cell ejector are uti-
lized to simulate and compare with experimental data which from Nikiforow’s research [18].
Primary flow is pure hydrogen while secondary flow is a mixture of hydrogen and water
vapor, meaning that it is highly similar to the ejector for this work. Several numerical
simulations are conducted with the primary flow pressure varying from 2.5 to 7 bar, while
secondary pressure varies from 1.15 to 1.225 bar and the ejector outlet pressure is fixed with
1.25 bar. Comparisons between the simulated results and the experimental data are shown
in Figure 5a. It is found that the simulated mass flow rates are highly consistent with the
experimental data in terms of numerical values and trends with 1.15 bar secondary flow
pressure. In addition, the simulated results of different secondary flow pressure are com-
pared showing in Figure 5b. The deviations of ER are no more than 11% and among most
of them are within 8%. Therefore, the model used in this article can be considered reliable.
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulated results and experimental data from [18]. (a) Mass flow rate of
primary and secondary flow. (b) Deviation between simulation and experiment.

4. Single-Factor Analysis of the Performance of Ejector in PEMFC

The flow field of ejector has a tremendous influence on its entrainment capacity, and
the structural parameters and operating conditions are the main factors affecting the flow
field. The effect of nine main structural parameters of ejector on the performance of the
PEMFC ejector is studied under various PEMFC current (110 A, 275 A and 412.5 A), which
represent the low, medium and high load of PEMFC output. Analysis of the effect of single
structural variables under different loads is presented, and these structural parameters are
optimized. The optimization objective of this research is to ensure the largest operating
range of PEMFC. In detailed procedure, the entrainment ratio of high current shall exceed
the requirements of PEMFC firstly, then it shall be required for the medium current, lastly
the entrainment ratio under low current is required to satisfy or as close as possible to the
required value.

4.1. Effect of Nozzle Dimensions

The nozzle throat diameter Dt is investigated in the range of 0.9~0.98 mm, while
the other ejector geometric parameters were unchanged. Figure 6a indicates that the
ejector performance is affected by the nozzle throat diameter on in PEMFC system, the
entrainment ratio continuously falls while the nozzle throat diameter increases under
full current condition. Especially at a low current, when the stack current is 110 A, the
entrainment ratio decreases by 0.45 as the nozzle throat diameter increases from 0.9 to
0.98 mm. The entrainment ratio is negatively related with Dt, due to falling axial velocity of
nozzle and suction chamber, as shown in Figure 6c. Similarly, Feng [19] analyzed a PEMFC
ejector to obtain the effect of various nozzle diameters on entrainment ratio of hydrogen.
Their results indicate that entrainment ratio is affected significantly by the diameter, and
entrainment ratio becomes higher as the diameter decreases. Therefore, the nozzle diameter
is classified as a crucial parameter of ejector design. In order to enhance the range of the
ejector at low currents, the throat diameter should be as small as possible. However, a
higher inlet pressure of the primary flow is needed as the diameter of the nozzle throat
reduces, which is limited by the pressure regulating capacity of the proportional valve.
There is a trade-off between operating range and primary inlet pressure, when the throat
diameter is optimized. In this work, the primary pressure is higher than 8.5 bar when Dt is
less than 0.94 mm. So, the ejector nozzle diameter was supposed to be 0.94 mm.
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Figure 6. (a) Effect of nozzle throat diameter (Dt) on anode ejector; (b) Effect of nozzle throat length
(Ltd) on anode ejector entrainment ratio; (c) Mach number of different nozzle throat diameter at
110 A; (d) Mach number of different nozzle throat length at 110 A. (Dash red lines 1, 2, and 3 in figure
are the nozzle exit, the mixing tube inlet and the mixing tube exit, respectively.)

The effect of the length of the nozzle throat is investigated with different dimensions
(range from 0.5~6 mm). Figure 6b indicates that the nozzle throat length has little effect on
the performance of the ejector at medium and high currents. This is because the primary
flow in nozzle is under-expanded as the current increases, velocity at the nozzle exit is
more than sonic speed with tremendous kinetic energy [19]. However, at a low current,
nozzle throat length makes a notable effect on entrainment ratio. When stack current is
110 A, the entrainment ratio improves from 1.79 to 2.02 while nozzle throat length increases
from 0.5 to 6 mm, due to the increased primary flow pressure and velocity at nozzle exit,
as shown in Figure 6d. Therefore, nozzle throat length is an important parameter at low
currents. Thus, the length of the nozzle throat was taken as 6 mm.

Figure 7a shows the results that the effect of the nozzle divergent angle on PEMFC
ejector performance, there are 4 groups of the nozzle divergent angle (0◦, 3◦, 6◦, 9◦, re-
spectively) were selected. The result indicates that the nozzle divergent angle has a small
effect on the entrainment ratio at high currents. However, at low and medium currents, the
nozzle divergent angle plays an important role on ejector performance. At low currents,
the hydrogen mass flow rate from high-pressure source is small, and velocity of primary
flow didn’t exceed the sonic speed at the nozzle throat, if there is a divergence angle, the
velocity will be further reduced at the nozzle exit. Then the momentum of the primary flow
decreases, and the penetration distance of primary hydrogen reduces. As a result, the ability
of primary hydrogen to entrain secondary flow will decrease. As presented in Figure 7c,
over-expanded occurred in nozzle inner of convergent-divergent ejector, the velocity goes
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to sonic speed and then deceases to subsonic speed. The Mach Number is over 1 in suction
chamber with divergence angle is 0◦, while it is below 1 with another angle. As seen in
Figure 7d, when nozzle divergent angle varies from 0◦ to 9◦, the length of shock wave is
obviously reduced, the momentum is also decreased, so the mass rate of secondary flow
entrained by same primary flow is reduced. Therefore, the nozzle divergent angle is an
important parameter for partial working conditions. In PEMFC system, ejector needs to be
designed for operating condition of low currents, so it is better to use a convergent nozzle
rather than a convergent-divergent nozzle. Therefore, the divergence angle was taken as 0◦

in this work.
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Figure 7. (a) Effect of nozzle convergence angle (θtc) on anode ejector; (b) Effect of nozzle divergent
angle (θtd) on anode ejector; (c) Mach number of different nozzle divergent angle at 110 A; (d) Mach
number of different nozzle divergent angle at 275 A.

The result in Figure 7b shows the effect of nozzle convergence angle on entrainment
ratio. It can be seen that the nozzle convergence angle has no noticeable effect on the perfor-
mance of the ejector, which is considered as a non-essential parameter of the structure. In
actual manufacturing and application, it is also necessary to consider the surface roughness
of nozzle with convergence angle, which has an important influence on pressure loss. In
this study, the convergence angle of the ejector was selected as 11◦ by comprehensively
considering the miniaturization of ejector and manufacturing difficulty.

4.2. Effect of Suction Chamber Dimensions

The nozzle exit position (NXP) is investigated in a normal range of 0.5~6 mm, it has
different optimal values under different currents, illustrated in Figure 8a. ER increases
when NXP is up to a special value, but further increase in NXP leads to a reduction of ER
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as the effective area of secondary flow and shear mixing layer decreased [25]. At 275 A,
Figure 8b show an increased ER caused by the enlargement of the effective area in the
suction chamber, and a decreased entrainment ratio caused by weaker shock waves in the
suction chamber and the mixing tube, so does 412.5 A. It is worth noting that if NXP is
too small, the velocity of the secondary flow in the suction area will be too high and the
throttling loss will be severe. In contrast, if NPX is too large, the primary flow will be
over-expanded, then the entrainment ratio decreases, as shown in Figure 8b. At 110 A, the
secondary flow forms a vortex in the mixing tube due to the low energy carried by the
primary flow and the viscous effect of the near-wall region. With the increase of NXP, the
flow velocity of the primary flow into the mixing tube is further reduced, and the position
of the vortex formed moves forward and the size of vortex gradually increases, which
would cause the loss of kinetic energy, and reduced entrainment capacity, as shown in
Figure 8c. In addition, the optimal NXP value gradually increases while the load increases,
the optimal NXP is 1.5 mm at 110 A, 3 mm at 275 A, and 4.5 mm at 412.5 A. Consequently,
NXP is a crucial parameter that affects ejector performance. Thus, the NXP was taken as
1.5 mm considering the ejector performance at both high and low currents.
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Figure 8. Effect of NXP on PEMFC ejector. (a) Entrainment ratio; (b) Mach number of different NXP
at 275 A; (c) Velocity vector diagrams of different NXP at 110 A. (The black box shows an enlarged
view of the local flow. The red circle represents the vortex generation zone.)

Simulation results of various suction chamber angles are shown in Figure 9. At low
current, the smaller angle will result in a reduced flow area for the secondary flow into
the suction chamber and the mixing tube, resulting in a lower entrainment ratio due to
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wall viscous effects, as shown in Figure 9b. Under conditions of medium and high currents,
the primary flow kinetic energy is large, and the suction ability caused by shear stress
becomes strong, so the performance is almost unchanged. Accordingly, the suction chamber
angle is a non-essential parameter within normal range, and it has no noticeable effect on
entrainment ratio in all stack operating conditions. In this study, the suction chamber angle
was selected as 30◦.
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Figure 9. Effect of suction chamber angle (θs) on PEMFC ejector. (a) Entrainment ratio; (b) Mach
number of different suction chamber angle at 110 A.

4.3. Effect of Mixing Tube Dimensions

Figure 10a shows the relationship between mixing tube diameters and performances
of PEMFC ejector under different current. The mixing chamber diameter varies from
2.2 to 3.8 mm. At a low load of 110 A, the ejector performance is best when the mixing
tube diameter is 2.6~3 mm. Increasing the Dm up to 3 mm causes an increase of ER due to
the enlargement of the effective area. Further enlargement of Dm leads to a decreasing ER
caused by the reduced effect of the shear mixing layer between the primary and secondary
flow. In fact, each working condition corresponds to a unique optimal mixing tube diameter,
a mixing tube diameter that makes optimal entrainment ratio at high currents may not
fit well for the low current conditions [22]. If the mixing tube diameter is small, the
secondary flow area is small in the mixing tube, and the velocity is increasing at sonic
speed (namely, flow is chocked), mass flow rate of the secondary flow will be decreased. If
the mixing tube diameter is too large, there may exist backflow in the mixing tube inner
zone, which would reduce the entrainment ratio. In Figure 10a, entrainment ratios at
medium and high currents increase continuously, the reason should be that the dimension
change of mixing tube diameter is too small to be seen the optimal value. If the diameter
is increased further, an optimum will appear at medium and high currents, respectively,
similar to the low current case. As shown in Figure 10b, when Dm = 2.2 mm, a vortex is
not formed in the mixing tube, and the entrainment capacity is mainly limited by the flow
cross-sectional area of the mixing tube. When Dm is increased, a vortex is formed due to
insufficient kinetic energy and wall viscous effect. When it increases from 2.6 to 3.8 mm,
the size of vortex gradually increases, which further consumes the primary flow kinetic
energy, and the entrainment ability is weakened. Thus, the mixing tube diameter was
optimized to be 3 mm for ensuring PEMFC recirculation ratio (same as entrainment ratio
in this study) of different operating conditions and taking into account the uniformity of
the entrainment ratio.
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Figure 10. Effect of mixing tube diameter (Dm) on PEMFC ejector. (a) Entrainment ratio; (b) Velocity
vector diagrams of different mixing tube diameter at 110 A.

The effect of different mixing tube length (15 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm, 24 mm) on entrain-
ment ratio is illustrated in Figure 11a, the entrainment ratio decreases when the length
increases at a low current, while the entrainment ratio increases at medium and high
currents. The reason for the difference is that the velocity of hydrogen is different. At low
currents, primary flow velocity is lower than sonic speed, there might be vortex formed in
the mixing tube. It can be observed in Figure 11b that the size of the vortex increases as
increasing mixing tube length, caused by the resistance along the secondary flow near the
wall, resulting in a decrease in the entrainment capacity. When the length increases, the
flow resistance increases, and entrainment ratio reduces. At medium and high currents, a
series of shock waves are formed in the mixing tube, and the zone that the two flows mixing
becomes bigger. If the mixing tube length is too small, the mixing process is insufficient at
the mixing tube exit, and part of the mixing process will take place in the diffuser. Therefore,
the mixing tube length is a crucial parameter affecting the ejector performance. If only the
ER at low currents is considered as the optimization objective, the length should be taken
as 15 mm. Nonetheless, the ER is lower than the requirements of PEMFC at high currents,
so the length shall be taken as 18 mm.
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Figure 11. Effect of mixing tube length (Lm) on PEMFC ejector. (a) Entrainment ratio; (b) Velocity
vector diagrams of different mixing tube length at 110A.
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4.4. Effect of Diffuser Dimensions

The diffuser length is varied from 32 to 44 mm, which is equivalent to changes of the
diffuser angle. Figure 12 displays the effect of the diffuser length on the ejector performance,
it is observed that the entrainment ratio increases slightly with increasing length at each
current. However, it should be known if the diffuser angle is too large, that means the
diffuser length is too short, the expansion loss will increase in inlet of diffuser. If diffuser
length too long, loss caused by friction also would be larger, and that may not be benefit
to the miniaturization of the ejector. So, it can be concluded that the diffuser length is a
non-essential structural parameter within the normal range. In addition, the optimum
diffuser length was selected as 44 mm.
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5. Multi-Factor Analysis of the Performance of Ejector Using Taguchi Method

The above single-factor analysis determines the crucial parameters of PEMFC ejec-
tor, the optimized results of various structural parameters on performances of ejectors
are presented. However, optimizing process is executed by only one parameter chang-
ing but others were fixed, the optimized result corresponding to each optimized struc-
tural parameter would not be global optimal, which might be local optimal. Therefore, a
multi-factor analysis of those crucial parameters should be carried out to performances of
PEMFC ejector for gaining the more accurate optimization result and the more detailed
parameter correlations.

The Taguchi method, which is a widely used multi-factor analysis method based on
statistics and the orthogonality principle, could determine the order of influence and the
optimal combination of the selected factors and levels [31]. It is one of the most important
schemes for research of multi-factor and multi-level issues. Thus, the multi-factor analysis,
for exploring the effect of several structural parameters on PEMFC ejector performance,
was carried out based on the Taguchi method [32]. It uses the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
to quantify the output result, namely entrainment ratio for PEMFC ejector. However, the
entrainment ratio might be less than 0 of several cases, which could be performed with
ANOVA analysis of Taguchi method, the excess ratio (namely, ratio of stack inlet mass rate
and primary hydrogen mass rate) is calculated as the new performance evaluation index
which is calculated by:

λ =
mp + ms

mp
(5)

The S/N ratio was selected as the optimization criterion. In this research, the objective
was to maximize the S/N ratios, and ‘the larger, the better’ situations were calculated using:

S/N = −10 log10
1
n

n

∑
i=1

1
y2 (6)
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S/N ratio can be also used to predict the performance of random combination of
control factors and levels. The level with maximum S/N ratio was deemed as the optimum
level. A separate S/N ratio for each combination of control factor levels in the design needs
to be calculated [33]. Hence, the combination was calculated by the following relationship:

ηopt = η + ∆A + ∆B + ∆C + ∆D + ∆E (7)

where, η is the overall mean of S/N ratio. ∆A, ∆B, ∆C, ∆D, ∆E are differences of the overall
mean of S/N ratio and the mean of S/N ratio of factor A, factor B, factor C. factor D and
factor E, respectively.

5.1. Taguchi Experimental Design

An orthogonal array is typically used in Taguchi tests method for analysis of experi-
mental results, and it is commonly represented by forms of Ln (mk), which means m factor
at k levels and n cases is required to run which. In this research, five factors that have
crucial influence on the performance of PEMFC ejector are chosen according to above
single-factor analysis results, namely nozzle divergent angle (θtd), nozzle throat length
(Lt), nozzle exit position (NXP), mixing tube diameter (Dm), mixing tube length (Lm). As
showed in Table 5, each factor shall correspond to 5 levels at most, which ensures that
performances of ejectors shall be optimal.

Table 5. Factors and levels of the Taguchi experimental method.

level θtd (A) Lt (B) NXP (C) Dm (D) Lm (E)

1 0 0.5 1 2.2 12
2 1.5 1.5 2 2.6 15
3 3.5 2.5 3 3.0 18
4 4.5 3.5 4 3.4 21
5 6 4.5 5 3.8 24

Therefore, at least 21 experiments were required to be conducted in this study based
on the minimum number of Taguchi design. The orthogonal array L25(55) with 25 cases, as
shown in Table 6, are simulated using CFD model such as Section 3.

Table 6. Construction of orthogonal array L25(55).

L25(55) A B C D E

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 2 2
3 1 3 3 3 3
4 1 4 4 4 4
5 1 5 5 5 5
6 2 1 2 3 4
7 2 2 3 4 5
8 2 3 4 5 1
9 2 4 5 1 2
10 2 5 1 2 3
11 3 1 3 5 2
12 3 2 4 1 3
13 3 3 5 2 4
14 3 4 1 3 5
15 3 5 2 4 1
16 4 1 4 2 5
17 4 2 5 3 1
18 4 3 1 4 2
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Table 6. Cont.

L25(55) A B C D E

19 4 4 2 5 3
20 4 5 3 1 4
21 5 1 5 4 3
22 5 2 1 5 4
23 5 3 2 1 5
24 5 4 3 2 1
25 5 5 4 3 2

5.2. Correlation Analysis of Factors

In according with the above orthogonal list, entrainment ratios of ejector were sim-
ulated under different current. Thus, excess ratio of each case was calculated and The
S/N value also was conducted as Taguchi test results. Multi-factor analysis of those results
is carried out by main effects analysis method, which compares mean S/N ratio of under
each level of factors to acquire the order of influence. The optical level is identified as the
level whose mean S/N ratio is maximum.

Figure 13 indicates the changing trends of excess ratio according to the design factors
at 110 A. It shows that nozzle divergent angle and mixing tube diameter have a significant
effect on excess ratio. Excess ratio has an increasing trend with the decrease in nozzle
divergent angle, and it first decreases and then increases with the increase in mixing tube
diameter, which are the same trends as the single-factor analysis. It suggests that convergent
nozzle shall be employed in PEMFC to improve the performance of PEMFC ejector at
low currents. The significance of factors was based on the deviation of maximum and
minimum mean S/N. The significance of the 5 factors for the entrainment ratio is as follows:
D > A > B > C > E.
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Figure 13. Factor level response to S/N for excess ratio in 110 A.

Figures 14 and 15 reveal the changing trends of excess ratio according to the design
factors at 275 A and at 412.5 A, respectively. The significances of the 5 factors for the
entrainment ratio at 275 A are as follows: D > A > B> E > C, and at 412.5 are as follows:
D> C > E > B > A. In addition, it was shown that mixing tube diameter has the most
significant influence on PEMFC ejector performance in both cases, while other parameters
have less influence on excess ratio comparing with the mixing tube diameter. The excess
ratio improves when the mixing tube diameter increasing, which means entrainment ratio
also improves, so it shall be taken as large a value as possible in the relevant range of
this study.
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Figure 14. Factor level response to S/N for excess ratio in 275 A.
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5.3. Optimal Combination

In all cases, the objective was to maximize the S/N ratios, which means the larger
S/N ratio implies the better achievement of the treatment goal. As shown in Table 7, the
optimal combination is A1B1C5D2E2 at 110 A, however the excess ratio in high current is
lower than the requirement of PEMFC. Similarly, the optimal combination is A1B2C5D5E3
at 275 A and the optimal combination is A1B2C5D5E5 at 412.5 A, while the excess ratios
in low current are low. In PEMFC operation, the objective was to maximize the operation
range, it means that the maximum S/N in each working current is not needed, but to
make the low current operating conditions exceed to the fuel cell operating requirements
under the condition of ensuring medium and high current, or as close as possible to it.
Therefore, following the optimization procedure in Section 4, the operating range of fuel
cell is ensured to as large as possible, and the optimal result is A1B1C3D3E2 considering
the results of fuel cell under different currents comprehensively.
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Table 7. Optimal combinations and predict excess ratio.

Objective Combination
110 A 220 A 412.5 A

S/N λ S/N λ S/N λ

Low current A1B1C5D2E2 11.66 3.83 9.95 3.14 7.72 2.43
Middle current A1B2C5D5E3 4.94 1.76 14.57 5.35 12.76 4.34
High current A1B2C5D5E5 4.85 1.74 14.30 5.19 12.77 4.35

Operating range A1B1C3D3E2 11.35 3.69 11.64 3.82 9.40 2.95

5.4. Comparison of the Optimized Result

The single-factor analysis was carried out to effects of only one structure parameter
on performances of ejectors while any other parameter and operating conditions were
unchanged, and the corresponding optimized results are shown in Table 8. The multi-factor
analysis further was carried out to the sensitivity of the structural parameters considering
the simultaneous change of the parameters, and the optimized results are also shown in
Table 8.

Table 8. Optimized results in combination with single-factor results and multi-factor results.

Structure Initial Ejector Optimized by Single-Factor Optimized by Multi-Factor

Nozzle divergent angle 0 0 0
Nozzle throat length 0.5 6 0.5

NXP 3 1.5 3
Mixing tube length 20 18 15

Mixing tube diameter 3.2 3 3

The entrainment ratio was calculated by CFD method using ejectors shown in table.
Figure 16 shows the comparison between the initial ejector structure designed based on the
thermodynamic function, the optimized ejector by single-factor and the optimized ejector
by multi-factor under the different stack operating conditions. The stack require is regards
as the target entrainment ratio. The ejector performance is significantly improved at stack
low load level, when the stack current is 110 A, the entrainment ratio of optimized ejector
by single-factor is about 2.07 while the entrainment ratio of initial ejector is about 1.53.
The entrainment ratio of the optimized ejector by multi-factor is about 2.19 and is more by
about 143% than initial ejector. When PEMFC current is above 130 A, entrainment ratios of
optimized ejectors are higher than the stack requirement.
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It is noticed the optimized ejector by single-factor and the one by multi-factor start
recirculating PEMFC exhaust gas above 75 A and 65 A, respectively, while the initial ejector
is above 90 A. At about 135 A of the optimized ejector by single-factor achieves the required
stack entrainment ratio and 130 A for the optimized ejector by multi-factor, while the initial
ejector is about 140 A. The optimized ejectors can cover a wider operating range of PEMFC
than initial ejector, and uniformity of full power range becomes better. Figure 16 also
indicates that the entrainment ratio of the multi-factor optimized ejector is about 5% greater
than that of the single-factor optimized ejector in each PEMFC current. Thus, the optimized
structure by multi-factor leads to improvement of operating range of PEMFC ejector.

6. Conclusions

In this work, a two-dimensional CFD numerical model was established to optimize
the ejector in detail, and used to gain the effect of structural parameters on the ejector
performance with a single-factor analysis method. Afterwards, to explore the sensitivity of
structural parameters and further optimize the results, a multi-factor analysis method was
carried out to gain the sensitivity of each factor to ejector performances and the optimal
structure of PEMFC ejector. The main conclusions are as follows:

1. In the normal range, the nozzle convergence angle, suction chamber angle, and
diffuser length are non-essential structural factors that hardly affect the performance of
ejector. Nozzle divergent angle and nozzle throat length are important parameters of
partial working conditions. Nozzle throat diameter, nozzle exit position, mixing tube
diameter and mixing tube length are crucial for wide-range ejector design in PEMFC.

2. Convergent nozzle outperforms convergent-divergent nozzle at entrainment ratio of
PEMFC ejector. The optimal mixing tube diameter is 3 mm with the current is 110 A,
and the optimal diameter as stack current increases. The optimal NXT is 1.5 mm with
current is 110 A, while the optimal NXT is 3 mm and 4.5 mm when the current is
275 A and 412.5 A, respectively.

3. Multi-factor analysis indicated that mixing tube diameter shall be the most significant
parameter affecting performance of PEMFC ejectors except the nozzle diameter. In
addition, the nozzle angle and length are more sensitive to the entrainment perfor-
mance at low and medium currents, while the nozzle exit position is more sensitive at
high currents.

4. The ejector optimized based on multiple load condition can operate in a wider range,
and the entrainment ratio is more uniform. Multi-factor analysis method rather than
the single-factor analysis may lead to more effective improvement of operating range.
Entrainment ratios of the ejector optimized by multi-factor is about 5% greater than
single-factor.
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Nomenclature

A Area [m−2]
D Diameter [m]
ER Entrainment ratio
F Faraday’s constant [C mol−1]
L Length [m]
T Temperature [K]
I Current [A]
m mass flow rate [kg s−1]
M molar weight [kg mol−1]
Ma Much number
N number of single cell of PEMFC stack
P Pressure [Pa]
R gas constant [J mol−1 K−1]
S/N signal-to-noise ratio
V Velocity [m s−1]
Greek letters
θ Angle [◦]
λ excess ratio
γ specific heat ratio
ρ Density [kg m3]
η mean of S/N ratio
ϕ Efficiency [%]
Subscript
p primary flow
s secondary flow
c exit flow
t nozzle throat
y mixing tube inlet
v velocity distribution
h2 hydrogen
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